ABSTRACT. In this article we give a sufficient condition for the pointwise in the first mean Korovkin property on B0(P), the sDace of stochastic processes with real state space and countable index Vet P and bounded first moments.
INTRODUCTION.
Let (O,A,Y) be a probability space and let P denote a fixed countable set. Consider stochastic processes X with real state space and the expectation operator E(X) (t) foX(t,)(d), t e P. Define DO(P) {x" sup n[x[(t) < =}. Let T toP n B0(P B0(P be any sequence of positive linear operators such that ETa= TnE, all n--= 1,2,.?.. In Theorem i, under 
However from the assumptions of the theorem, we have
.10 Clearly lira (E(TnX2))(t) (EX 2)(t).
n-o
We have seen how X i, i 1,2,3 fulfill the assumptions of Theorem I.
